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By definition the numbers a − d,  a,  a + d satisfy the equation
(a − d )2 + a2 = (a + d )2.Expanding all the terms we get: 2a2–2ad + d 2 = a2 + 2ad + d 2, and hence:
a2 = 4ad.Since a > 0 we may safely divide by a on both sides; we get:
a = 4d.So d is a divisor of a. Since a and d are supposed to have no common divisor other than 1, it must be that d = 1. Hence a = 4, and the triple we seek is (3, 4, 5). Therefore: (3, 4, 5) is the only PPT whose numbers are in AP. 
Take the number 220; its proper divisors (i.e., its divisors excluding 
itself) are:
1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 20, 22, 44, 55, 110,
and the sum of these numbers is 284 (please check!). Now we do the 
same for the number 284. Its proper divisors are: 1, 2, 4, 71, 142, 284,
and the sum of these numbers is 220. How curious! – the sum of the 
proper divisors of 220 is 284, and the sum of the proper divisors of 
284 is 220.
Pairs of positive integers with such a property are called amicable 
numbers. The Greeks knew of this pair of numbers. They named them 
‘amicable’, saying to themselves that true friendship between people 
should be like the relationship between a pair of amicable numbers!
Such number pairs are not easy to find, even if one uses a computer. 
Here is another such pair, found in the ninth century by the Arab 
mathematician ibn Qurra: {17296, 18416}.
More such pairs of numbers are known now. It has been noticed 
that in all these pairs, the numbers are either both odd or both even. 
Whether there exists any pair of amicable numbers with opposite 
parity is not known.
Question. We pose the following to you: How would you check that 
17296 and 18416 form an amicable pair? What is the easiest way to 
carry out such a check?
We’ll reveal the answer in a future issue
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With what relief a student uses the simple formula ‘Area of a triangle = 21 base × height ’ !  Though Heron’s formula for the area in terms of its three sides has a pleasing symmetry convenient for memorization, it often seems cumbersome in comparison. A look at how this for-mula is derived will perhaps enable the student to remember and appreciate the formula, not for this reason but for the sheer elegance of the derivation.The formula is well known: if the sides of the triangle are 
a, b, c, and its semi-perimeter is s = 
2
1 (a + b + c), then its area
∆ is given by
.s s a s b s c– – –T = ^ ^ ^h h h
We present two proofs of the theorem. The first one is a con-sequence of the theorem of Pythagoras, with lots of algebra thrown in. It is striking to see how heavily the humble ‘differ-ence of two squares’ factorization formula is used. 
Heron’s Formula for Area of a Triangle 
One Formula - 
Two Derivations 
Cleverly used algebra in an old familiar formula for the area of a triangle 
in terms of its base and height enables the formula to be restated in terms 
of the sides of the triangle. An account of the derivation.  
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Proof based on the theorem 
of PythagorasThe proof has been described with reference to Figure 1 (I) and Figure 1 (II). Given the sides a, b, c of 3ABC, let the altitude AD have length h. The area of 3ABC is 
2
1 ah. To find h in terms of a, b, c we use Pythagoras’s theorem. Let BD = x, DC = a − x. (The notation does not imply that x must liebetween 0 and a. Indeed, if \B is obtuse then x < 0, and if \C is obtuse then x > a. See Figure 1 (II). 
Please draw your own figure for the case when 
x > a.) Then:
 h2 + x2 = c2,    h2 + (a – x)2 = b2.
Subtract the second equation from the first one:
 2ax – a2 = c2 – b2,    ∴ x = – .ac a b22 2 2+Since h2 + x2 = c2, this yields:  h c ac a b2– –2 2 2 2 2 2= +c m c ac a b c ac a b2 2– – –2 2 2 2 2 2#= + + +c cm m 2 – – ,aac c a b aac c a b2 22 –2 2 2 2 2 2#= + + +
∴ 4a2h2 = (2ac – c2 – a2 + b2) × (2ac + c2 + a2 – b2).The area of the triangle is ∆ = 
2
1 ah, so 16∆2 = 4a2h2, i.e. :16∆2 = (2ac – c2 – a2 + b2) × (2ac + c2 + a2 – b2).
 = [b2 – (c – a)2 ] × [(c + a)2 – b2] = (b – c + a) (b + c – a) (c + a + b) (c + a – b)
 = (2s – 2c) (2s – 2a) (2s) (2s – 2b),
∴∆2 = s (s – a) (s – b) (s – c),therefore .s a s b s c– – –T = ^ ^ ^h h h
Another proofWe now present an entirely different proof. It is based on a note written by R Nelsen (see refer-ence (1)) and uses two well known results:
•	 If  , ,a b c  are three acute angles with a sum of 90°, then
(1)    tana  tanb  + tanb  tanc  + tanc  tana  = 1.Nelsen gives a ‘proof without words’ but we simply use the well known addition formula for the tangent function. Since a  + b  and c  have a sum of 90° their tangents are reciprocals of one another:  tan tan1a b c+ =^ hBut we also have:
 –tan tan tantan tan1a b a ba b+ = +^ h
 – tan tantan tan tan1 1` a ba b c+ =
Fig 1: The figure as it looks when \B is acute, and when it is obtuse
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Cross-multiplying and transposing terms, we get (1).
•	 If s is the semi-perimeter of a triangle, and r is 
the radius of its incircle, then its area ∆ is given 
by ∆ = rs. The proof is given in Figure 2; it is almost a proof without words! Now we move to Figure 3 which is the same as Figure 2 but with some extra labels. The two lengths marked x are equal (“The tangents from a point outside a circle to the circle have equal length”), as are the two lengths marked y, and the two lengths marked z; and also the two angles marked a , the two angles marked b , and the two angles marked c .Consider the angles marked , ,a b c :
a  = \FAI = \EAI,
b  = \DBI = \FBI,
c  = \DCI = \ECI.Since a  + b  + c  = 90°, by (1) we have:tana  tanb  + tanb  tanc  + tanc  tana  = 1.But from Figure 3,tan a  = xr ,    tan b  = yr ,     tan c  = zr .Therefore we get, by substitution,
(2) , .xyr yzr zxr xyzr x y z1 12 2 2 2`+ + = + + =^ h
Now x + y + z = s (the semi-perimeter); and since
y + z = a, we have x = s – a. In the same way,  y = 
s – b and z = s – c. So result (2) may be rewritten as:
 ,s a s b s cr s 1– – –2 =^ ^ ^h h h
 . ., 1.i e s s a s b s cr s– – –2 2 =^ ^ ^h h hSince rs = ∆ this yields: ∆2 = s (s – a)(s – b)(s – c),and we have obtained Heron's formula.
Fig 2: Proof of the area formula ∆ = rs
Fig 3
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Who was Heron? 
Heron lived in the first century AD, in the Roman town of Alexandria of ancient Egypt. He was a remark-
ably inventive person, and is credited with inventing (among other things) a wind powered machine and 
a coin operated vending machine — perhaps the first ever of its kind!  For more information please see 
reference (2).
References1. Roger B. Nelsen, Heron’s Formula via Proofs without Words. College Mathematics Journal, September, 2001,pages 290–2922. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hero_of_Alexandria.
Clues Down
1: 20A reduced by 2 and then multiplied by 2
2: The largest two digit number
4: Four times the first two digits of  1A
5: 20D times 10 plus 9D
6: Hypotenuse of right angle triangle with sides 8 and 15
7: 1A minus 25
9: 26D plus 10
11: First two digits are double of last two digits in reverse
12: 11D plus 18A minus 3230
14: The middle digit is the product of the first and the last 
digit
15: 27A times 5 then add 4
19: Two times 29A plus 26D in reverse
20:  Largest two digit perfect square
21: Half of 22A written in reverse
23: 29A plus half a century
24: Difference between last 2 digits & first 2 digits of 16A
26: Four squared times two
27: A prime number
Clues Across
1: 29A minus first two digits of 14A
3: 16A minus 102
6: One less than sum of internal angles of a triangle
8: Three consecutive digits in reverse order
10: Sum of the digits of 14A reversed
11: Even numbers in a sequence
13: A number usually associated with r
14: The product of 29A and 25A
16: Sum of internal angles of an Octagon
17: The product of 6D and 28A
18: Palindrome with 4,3
20: The product of 27D and 8
22: 2 to the power of the sum of the digits of 6D
23: 5 more than 13A
25: Consecutive digits
27: 6D reduced by 1 and then multiplied by 10
28: Sum of two angles of an equilateral triangle
29: A perfect cube
1
6
10 11 12 13
14 15
17
18 19
20
25 26
28 29
27
21 22 23 24
16
7 8 9
3 4 52
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